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ABSTRACT

Considerations of the number of 1abe11ing oPeTators

in a general state 1abel1ing problem inply that for two-

rowed irreducible representations of U(N), 1abe1led

[n,e,o,..ro], jusE one additional commuting labelling

operaÈor, Â , í" required for the soluÈion of the U(N) = 0(N)

state labe1ling problem. A detailed investigation of the

U(N)) O(N) reduction via tensor rePresentaEion, f."a, to a

proposal of an integral label x , irplying a non-orthogonal

l_abelling s cheme. A simp 1e u (N) ) O (N) branching theorem

for two-rohled representations is formulated in teïms of 1 .

The additional labe11ing operator A , with eigen-

value tr, ís to be defined inplícitly by an equation of

ttre form f(A,iÞ,"') - o, where f i" a polynomial inA;

Ëhe additional O (N) invariants (D in the represenËatí on

subduced by U(N) [pr9ro,..,o] , and other known labels and

invariants. The o(N) invariants, which are cubic and

quartic in the generators of U(N) ' are discussed. Tech-

níques developed by Green and nt""k"rr(1) for the U(3) ) SO (3)

problem are used Èo evaluate the single independent cubic

ínvariant, and it is shown how this is used in obtaining

the desired inplícit operational definition of A

A cubic characteristic polynomial identity, satisfied

by the generaÈors of U (N) in two-rowed rePresentatíons, is

also found using these teehniques.

Some possible physical applications of the U(N)> 0(N)

state labelling problem are briefly discussed.
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